A vector of residual forces of the ideally elastic-plastic structure at shakedown is obtained by solving the static analysis problem. A unique distribution of the residual forces is determined if the analysis is based on the minimum complementary deformation energy principle. However, the residual displacements developing in the shakedown process of ideally elastic-plastic structures under variable repeated loads can vary non-monotonically. Nevertheless mathematical models for the optimization problems of steel structures at shakedown must include the conditions for strength (safety) and stiffness (serviceability). Residual displacements determined by the plastic deformations are included in the stiffness conditions; therefore to improve the optimal solution it is necessary to determine upper and lower bounds of the residual displacement variations. This paper describes an improved methodology for estimating the variation bounds of the residual displacements at shakedown.
Introduction
The classic term "structural shakedown" implies understanding that paper refers to the ideal elastic-plastic structures subjected to variable repeated load ( ) t F (vectors are denoted as bold letters) (Casciaro, Garcea 2002; Chaaba et al. 2010; Giambanco et al. 2004; Koiter 1960; König 1987; Maier 1969; Polizzotto et al. 1991; Raad, Weichert 1995; Staat, Heitzer 2003; Stein et al. 1992; Weichert, Maier 2002 
In this paper, the equilibrium finite element method based on internal force approximation is applied for the discretization of structures (taking in to account an assumption of small displacements) (Alawdin 2005; Belytschko 1972; Kalanta et al. 2009; Kaliszky, Lógó 2002; McGuire et al. 2000; Ngo, Tin-Loi 2007; Simon et al. 2013; Venskus et al. 2010) . Optimization problems of elastic-plastic steel structures subjected to VRL are nonconvex mathematical programming problems (Atkočiūnas 2012; Rozvany 2011) . Mathematical models for the optimization problems of steel structures at shakedown contains strength (safety) and stiffness (serviceability) conditions (Alawdin, Liepa 2016; Atkočiūnas, Venskus 2011; Kala 2005; Kaliszky, Lógó 2002; Merkevičiūtė, Atkočiūnas 2006; Palizzolo et al. 2014; EN 1993 EN -1-1:2005 . Displacements determined by plastic deformations appear in stiffness conditions. But the residual displacements developing during shakedown process of ideally elastic-plastic structures under variable repeated load can vary non-monotonically. Therefore, it is necessary to be able to determine upper ,sup r u and lower ,inf r u variation bounds of residual displacements and to connect them with pseudo-elastic displacements (Capurso 1974; Lange-Hansen 1998; Liepa, Gervyte 2015) . In regards to mathematical models some for the limit and shakedown analysis of rod elements of reinforced concrete cross-section, involving the calculations of cross-section under quasi-static low-cycle loadings were presented by Alawdin and Kasabutski (2009) . Modified mathematical model for optimization of reinforced concrete plane frames, subjected to variable repeated loads, at shakedown conditions was presented by Alawdin and Liepa (2015) . In this paper, based on the principles of extreme energy (complementary and total potential energy minimum) (Tran 2011) , a new scanning technique, which does not require detail analysis of loading history, is proposed for evaluation of residual displacements of structures at shakedown.
Structural discretization, main dependences
The numerical methods of structural mechanics are based on a discrete structural model. The geometry of the structure, the material and finite element type are known. The equilibrium finite element method is applied for the discretization of a structure (Kalanta et al. 2012) . The stress state of a discrete structure is expressed by the vector of forces 1 2 ... ∈ . In general, every section has several internal forces, therefore every component i S of the vector S expresses a vector of these forces (e.g. the bending moments for plates or bending moment and axial force for a plane frame section). In this case, the total number of scalar components in the vector S is n, but because a section-wise description is more convenient for the general analysis of a discrete structure, section index ζ is kept as well (Atkočiūnas et al. 2015) . Forces
at any point x of finite element k are expressed via forces k S of element nodal points, using approximation matrix determined using the influence matrices α and β :
At shakedown state the total response due to a particular load combination contains elastic and residual components:
Where ( ) m n × A is the matrix of the coefficients of equilibrium equations. Strength (yield) condition is verified in every design section i I ∈ , for every load combination j J ∈ :
Yield conditions for the whole structure are as follows:
Plastic constants in these conditions are element limiting forces 0 ≡ C S which are assumed to be constant over the whole finite element. 
Here the expression
is a gradient matrix of yield conditions (3) and ij λ is a vector of plastic multipliers. Kinematically admissible residual displacements r u satisfy geometric Eqns (4) and kinematic boundary conditions. 
Static formulation of the shakedown analysis problem
subject to
In problem (7)- (9), vector of limiting forces 0 ≡ C S and pseudo-elastic internal forces ej S , j J ∈ are known quantities. Vector of statically admissible residual forces r S is unknown, which minimizes the objective function (7). Matrix D is defined positively, therefore function ′  is convex. Non-linear yield conditions (9) are convex functions. Problem (7)- (9) belongs to the group of convex non-linear mathematical problems (Bazaraa et al. 2006) . Thus, an optimal solution to the static formulation of the analysis problem at shakedown (7)- (9) is unique and will be denoted by * r S . It is important to note, that after problem (7)- (9) is solved, for example using MATLAB, not only optimal solution r * S is obtained, but also optimal solutions r * u and j * λ of dual problem are found. Having determined plastic multipliers j * λ , it is possible to calculate plastic deformations (5) (without solving kinematic formulation of analysis problem directly). But mathematical model (7)- (9) is only good for analyzing of shakedown process, when unloading phenomenon of cross-sections does not appear (more details about unloading phenomenon will be presented in Section 5.4).
Complete equation system of analysis problem for structures at shakedown
The constraints of problem (7)- (9), together with KuhnTucker conditions constitute the complete system of equations defining the stress-strain state of the structure at shakedown (Euler-Lagrange problem):
If ej S and C are known, solution of system (10)- (14) is r * S , r * u , j * λ . As it was mentioned earlier, it is not difficult to calculate plastic deformations p * Θ according to Eqn (5) and express (or check) residual displacements r * u and forces r * S : 
. Each of the elements may experience two bending moments (one in each section) and one axial force: there are three internal forces per element in total. Thus, the total number of components of internal force vector S is 21 n = : ...
... .
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For frame, equilibrium equations = AS F are written using equilibrium finite elements: the rank (17 x 21) of the coefficient matrix A is obtained ( 17, 21 m n = = ). Vector of residual forces r S consists from 21 components and equilibrium conditions (8) of shakedown analysis problem (7)-(9) takes traditional form 0 r = AS . Physical meaning of each column of matrix A is determined by the composition of vector (21). Equilibrium equations are written following the order of global displacements (Fig. 1b) . (see Fig. 1a ). Component number of load vector corresponds to degree of freedom m of frame discrete model. When there are less non-zero forces acting, it is convenient to include only non-zero components into vector F , for example,
for frame shown in Figure 1 . Having done that for considered frame (Fig. 1) , the three main apexes j of load ( ) ( ) ( ) Table 1 ).
The first load combination 1 j = allows to write vector Table 1 . Numbers and types of internal force vector components are presented in the first two columns of the Table 1 according to the formation of vector (21). It becomes clear that, for determining fact of frame's ability to shake down (adapt) to given load, yield conditions (23) are written for every apex , j j J ∈ of force locus (domain): 
At the beginning of the analysis problem (7)- (9) S of the analysis problem (7)- (9) is presented in Table 1 . It should be emphasized that analysis problem (7)- (9) ...
Solution of the analysis problem (7)- (9), given in the table 1, is further analyzed. It is convenient to link vector Table 1 . Influence matrix of residual forces G is square: its rows correspond to the composition of force vector (21) and columns are related to the deformation vector (26).
It is necessary to note, that Eqn (16) is not the only way to check residual forces r * S . That can be done by solving optimization problem as follows:
subjected to
Where vector of plastic deformations p * Θ is known and residual forces are to be found. Optimal solution of problem (27)-(28) are residual forces that completely coincides with the ones presented in Table 1 .
Like it was mentioned above, dual solution of analysis problem (7)-(9) also includes the residual displacements , m Physical meaning of displacement vector components is associated with frame scheme (see Fig. 1 b) .
Scanning procedure of load locus and analysis problem for a stage

Scanning procedure
Load variation bounds inf F , sup F and the limiting forces 0 M are known. The scanning method is based on the extension of the variation locus of external forces (Fig. 2) . Table 1 . Elastic internal forces for each apex of load locus 1 j = , 2 j = , 3 j = and results of problem (7)- (9) for frame shown in Figure 1 No. Type is formed. Then analysis problem (7)-(9) is solved recording all possible distributions of plastic deformations. An important point is that every scanning stage does not require making new influence matrices α and β (this would be impossible incrementally investigating particular loading history ( ) t F ). Then, for every stage are obtained:
Scanning procedure: first formulation of analysis problem
Using Eqn (29) 
subject to S of the problem (7)-(9) (see Table 1 ). Mathematical model (30)-(32) enables to determine possible unloading phenomenon of cross-sections within limits of chosen scanning strategy.
Scanning procedure: second formulation of analysis problem
In this case, substitution of variables is introduced in the analysis problem (30) 
∆S is caused by load change from 
Optimal solution of problem (34)- (36) 
About unloading phenomenon of cross-sections during shakedown process
Yield conditions (9) of the analysis problem (7)- (9) which are satisfied as equalities (therefore corresponding plastic multipliers are positive 0 λ > ) are called active yield conditions. Complementary slackness conditions (11), (13), and (14) 0, (7)- (9) is obtained without analyzing loading history: in this case locus of internal forces ( ) e t S is represented by vectors ej j = S F α , j J ∈ . Scanning procedure helps to notice the fact of unloading phenomenon of cross-sections. By solving analysis problems (30)- (32) or (34)- (36), it is possible to determine cross-sections where unloading phenomenon from variation of active yield conditions appeared (if once active condition 0
. Naturally, choice of one or the other scanning tactics (Fig. 2) has a significant influence on determination of fact of unloading phenomenon. S can be determined according to Eqn (29) .
Load variation bounds are selected to highlight variation of plastic deformations in different sections, i.e. to determine formal transition of plastic deformations from non-zero to zero (unloading phenomenon) and their variation from zero to the final value. Such load variation bounds can be obtained, for example, by solving analysis problem (30)- (32).
The results of scanning problem (34)- (35) are presented for each stage of scanning process in Table 2 . From Table 2 , it is possible to see that plastic deformations ( ) 
